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Abstract 

The volatile concentrations of the martian mantle and martian magmas remain important questions due 

to their role in petrogenesis and planetary habitability. The sulfur and chlorine concentrations, and their 

spatial distribution, in clinopyroxenes from nakhlites MIL 03346, Nakhla, and NWA 998 were 

measured to provide insight into these volatiles in the parental melts and source regions of nakhlites, 

and to constrain the evolution of the nakhlite melts. Sulfur and chlorine in four clinopyroxene crystals 

from MIL 03346, four from Nakhla, and five from NWA 998 were measured in crystal cores and rims 

by synchrotron X-ray fluorescence using beamline I18 at the Diamond Light Source. Portions of two 

crystals from MIL 03346 and one from Nakhla were mapped for S and Cl; a few reconnaissance 

analyses of Cl and F in MIL 03346 and Nakhla were made by ion microprobe. Clinopyroxene cores in 

Nakhla and NWA 998 contain ~ 10 ppm S, ~ 10 ppm Cl and ~ 74 ppm F (only Nakhla analyzed), 

whereas the cores of MIL 03346 contain ~ 10 ppm S, ~ 5 ppm Cl and ~ 53 ppm F.   

Using the volatile concentrations in the cores combined with previously determined partition 

coefficients we calculate that these clinopyroxenes crystallized from evolved basaltic melts containing 

~ 500 ppm S, ~ 500 to 1900 ppm Cl, and 160 to 420 ppm F. These evolved melts can be used to 

calculate primitive melts in equilibrium with martian peridotite and the concentrations of S, Cl and F in 

the mantle source region of the nakhlite melts. Depending upon the extent of melting (5 to 30 %) 

necessary to produce the primary melts associated with nakhlites, our calculations indicate that the 

nakhlite source region has a S concentration between 20 (5 % melting) to 120 ppm (30 % melting), Cl 

between 16 to 97 ppm, and F between 14 to 48 ppm. These concentrations in the nakhlite magma 

source region are similar to previous estimates for the martian mantle; our calculated source region 

concentrations of F and Cl agree best with previous estimates if the martian mantle undergoes 10 to 

20% melting to produce primary magmas that evolve to be parental to nakhlites. However, our 

maximum estimated sulfur concentration of the source (calculated for 30 % melting) is near previous 

minimum estimates for the martian mantle, suggesting the possibility that the nakhlite source region is 

depleted in sulfur relative to much of Mars’ mantle. 

Mapping the spatial distribution of volatiles in three clinopyroxene crystals demonstrates that S and Cl 

concentrations of the evolving melts changed significantly from the core to the rim, particularly those 

in MIL 03346. Increasing S and Cl concentrations between the core and rim of MIL 03346 crystals are 

attributed to incorporation of additional volatiles through assimilation, but the Nakhla crystal shows no 

such evidence. However, concentrations of Cl and S at some outer crystal rims of one MIL 03346 

crystal decrease, most probably due to volatile degassing during the final stages of clinopyroxene 

growth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Igneous processes are the fundamental mechanism for the transport of volatiles from the interior to the 

surface and atmosphere of terrestrial planets (e.g., Ding et al., 2015; Filiberto et al., 2016, 2019). 

Analysis of volatiles in igneous rocks from other planets provides insight into their storage and 

transport, and into the potential geodynamic scenarios occurring in the planet (e.g., Albarède 2009). 

This research investigates the magmatic behavior of S and Cl. Because volatiles play a fundamental 

role in life, improved understanding of their behavior in planetary bodies provides information useful 

for the determination of habitability. And although water is the primary volatile required for life as we 

know it, sulfur and chlorine also play important biochemical roles: Sulfur is involved in biochemical 

processes in bacteria, plants, and animals (e.g., Dahl and Friedrich, 2008; Jørgensen, 2021), and 

chlorine is a charge balancing anion and acts as an energy supply in some microorganisms (Barnum 

and Coates, 2022). 

The high concentrations of sulfur and chlorine in martian surficial deposits (Boynton et al., 2007; 

Morrison et al., 2018; Filiberto et al., 2019; Certini et al., 2020; Rampe et al., 2020) may indicate that 

the quantities of these volatiles are significant in igneous rocks, and that martian igneous source regions 

are more enriched in these volatiles than terrestrial ones. Martian melts have been shown to have the 

ability to transport high concentrations of sulfur (Righter et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2015), and weight 

percent levels of chlorine in martian melts have been inferred from high-temperature experiments and 

meteorite analyses (Filiberto and Treiman, 2009a, b). 

Traditionally, volatile concentrations in Mars’ interior have been estimated by bulk analyses of martian 

meteorites with igneous textures (shergottites, nakhlites, and chassignites) or calculated using mixtures 

of different types of chondrites presumed to have formed the planet (e.g., Dreibus and Wänke, 1987; 

Wänke and Dreibus, 1988, Lodders and Fegley, 1997; Sanloup et al., 1999; Ding et al., 2015; Yoshizaki 

and McDonough, 2020). More recently, concentrations in volatile-bearing minerals such as apatite, 

scapolite, and amphibole have been used for the same purpose (e.g., McCubbin et al., 2013, 2016; 

Filiberto et al., 2014, 2016).  

However, the range of concentrations of volatile elements in meteorites can be vast; consider, for 

example, sulfur. The bulk-rock sulfur concentrations in martian meteorites vary from 34 ppm to 2865 

ppm (Ding et al., 2015). Some of the variation is no doubt due to heterogeneities in the samples 

analyzed, different source regions for the igneous meteorites, and the fraction of cumulate crystals 

present. However, even co-genetic nakhlites (Treiman, 2005; McCubbin et al., 2013; Udry and Day, 

2018) with estimated cumulate fractions varying only between 0.7 and 0.85 display highly variable 

sulfur concentrations, from 34 ppm to 1287 ppm (Ding et al., 2015). Furthermore, isotopic analyses of 

multiple nakhlites demonstrate that some sulfur in the rocks has a mass-independent isotopic signature, 

suggesting that atmospheric sulfur was incorporated through assimilation of near-surface rocks 

(Farquhar et al., 2000; Frantz et al., 2014, 2019; Mari et al., 2019) and therefore may not reflect source 

region concentrations. Nakhlites also display evidence of hydrous, subsolidus alteration (Gillet et al., 

2002; Treiman, 2005; Udry and Day, 2018), which in most cases occurred at low temperatures, but in 

some cases are inferred to have occurred at temperatures up to 900 °C (Sautter et al., 2006; Noguchi et 

al. 2009; Filiberto et al. 2014). Both high- and low-temperature processes may have caused sulfur 

enrichment in the bulk rocks. Hence, the complex history of nakhlites hinders a straightforward 

assessment of the sulfur in their parental melts and source regions from bulk-rock analyses.  
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The complications involved in inverse modeling of the volatile concentrations in the martian interior 

from meteorites result in estimates of martian mantle concentrations of sulfur ranging from 86 to 2000 

ppm (Steenstra and van Westrenen, 2018; Gaillard et al., 2013, respectively), of chlorine from 2 to 160 

ppm (Filiberto et al. 2019; Lodders and Fegley, 1997, respectively), and of fluorine from 1 to 41 ppm 

(Filiberto et al., 2019; Lodders and Fegley, 1997, respectively). Given this wide range of concentrations 

we asked the question: “What are the best estimates of the concentrations of S and Cl in the nakhlite 

source region, and how do these volatiles evolve in the magmatic system that produced nakhlite 

meteorites?” Answers to these questions shed light on processes in martian magmatic systems and on 

the evolution of the whole planet (e.g., Steenstra and van Westrenen, 2018) and have the potential to be 

used in future studies of Mars’ habitability. 

In this study we measured the concentrations of volatiles in nakhlite clinopyroxene crystals at 

micrometer-scale spatial resolution (microbeam analysis) and combined those measurements with 

mineral/melt partition coefficients to constrain the volatile concentrations in parental melts and in 

martian magmatic source regions (cf., McCubbin et al., 2013; Peslier et al., 2019). In-situ analysis can 

avoid the bias in whole-rock analyses caused by cumulate crystals and by secondary alteration. 

Microbeam analysis also can investigate the evolution of volatile concentrations in evolving melts 

through analyses of different parts of the same crystal (e.g., from the cores to the and rims). This may 

lead to an improved understanding of the assimilation process responsible for the sulfur (Farquhar et 

al., 2000; Frantz et al., 2014, 2019; Mari et al., 2019) and chlorine (Shearer et al., 2018) isotopic 

signatures seen in martian meteorites. 

We analyzed the cores of 13 clinopyroxenes from three different nakhlites (Nakhla, NWA 998, and MIL 

03346) using synchrotron X-ray microfluorescence (SXRF) to better understand the concentrations of S 

and Cl in the parental melts of nakhlite meteorites and their source regions. We also performed a few 

preliminary ion microprobe analyses of F and Cl with the same goal. These measurements combined 

with crystal/melt partition coefficients and partial melting models provide an independent estimate of 

the concentrations of these volatiles in the nakhlite parental melts and their source region. Additionally, 

clinopyroxene has the potential to record the evolution of S and Cl in residual melts during the progress 

of crystallization (unlike the very rare melt inclusions in silicate minerals or volatile concentrations in 

phosphates, which record the S and Cl concentrations at their moment of entrapment or crystallization). 

The S and Cl evolution was calculated from point analyses of crystal cores and rims, and compositional 

mapping of S and Cl in three clinopyroxenes. This was done to investigate the effect of the previously 

proposed assimilation of a S-rich, near-surface reservoir (Farquhar et al., 2000; Frantz et al., 2014, 

2019; Mari et al., 2019) and Cl-rich fluid (Sautter et al., 2006; McCubbin et al., 2013) by nakhlite 

magmas and for evidence of degassing during the final stages of crystallization (Sautter et al., 2006; 

Geisting and Filiberto, 2016; Peslier et al., 2019). 

 

2. SAMPLES AND TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Samples 

Three nakhlite meteorites were investigated in this study: Nakhla, NWA 998, and MIL 03346. 

Nakhlites are olivine-bearing, clinopyroxene cumulates believed to be from a single magmatic system 

(e.g., Treiman, 2005; Day et al., 2006; Goodrich et al., 2013; Peslier et al., 2019; Udry and Day, 2018) 
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and to have experienced minor shock metamorphism, with bulk pressures in the range of 5 to 16 GPa  

(e.g., Fritz et al., 2005a, b; Treiman and Irving, 2008; Day et al.; 2006; Jambon et al., 2016; Daly et al., 

2019). Indeed, Daly et al. (2019) explicitly state that the nakhlites’ microstructures “are characteristic 

of mild shock metamorphism”. 

Investigating three different samples from what appears to be a single magmatic system (see Udry and 

Day, 2018, for a recent summary) has the advantage of providing multiple assessments of the volatile 

(S, Cl, and F) concentrations of the source region, considered to be the martian mantle (Treiman, 2005, 

Day et al., 2006, Goodrich et al., 2013; McCubbin et al., 2013; Peslier et al., 2019; Udry and Day, 

2018; Day et al., 2018), although we note that the evolution of MIL 03346 is known to be different in 

some respects from that of Nakhla and NWA 998 (Day et al., 2006; Sauter et al., 2006; McCubbin et 

al., 2009; Geisting and Filiberto, 2016; Udry and Day, 2018). The calculated volatile concentrations in 

nakhlite parental magmas and the source region appear to be only representative of one single locality 

(e.g., Udry and Day, 2018) and one region of the martian mantle at one specific moment of the 

geological history of the planet. Nevertheless, relatively poorly-shocked meteorites provide the best 

samples for the evaluation of unaltered, igneous volatile concentrations.  

Recent studies of nakhlite microstructures (Daly et al., 2019; Martell et al., 2022) show spatial 

correlations between localized shock features and alteration products. This could imply that igneous 

volatiles may have been redistributed by shock and aqueous alteration. To address this, the least 

shocked crystals of augite were chosen for analysis. The analyzed crystals are located in small, 

apparently unaltered mesostasis patches, where no significant shock wave reverberations would be 

expected. The grains appear unfractured and no mosaic or undulose extinction (attributable to shock) 

was observed. Additionally, optical microscopy and scanning electron imaging of the analyzed crystals 

displayed no evidence of veins associated with  hydrothermal alteration (e.g., Treiman, 2005; Stopar et 

al., 2013; Udry and Day, 2018). However, the clinopyroxenes contain cracks that, as discussed below, 

are associated with volatile-enriched regions in some crystals that maybe be due to minor post-

magmatic alteration. (We either avoided making analyses near cracks, or when that was unavoidable 

discarded the analyses close to the cracks, as discussed below and in Appendix A. Supplementary 

Material.) 

The nakhlite samples analyzed in this study, MIL 03346, 13; Nakhla (BM 1913, 25), and NWA 988, 

were previously studied by Carraro et al., (2010), Domeneghetti et al. (2013), Alvaro et al. (2015), and 

Murri et al. (2016; 2019). They were provided to us as thin section (MIL 03346) and polished mounts 

of disaggregated grains (Nakhla and NWA 988) (Fig. 1).  

 

2.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging and electron microprobe (EMP) analysis 

Backscattered images of the prepared sections (Fig. 1) were obtained on a Camscan XM2500 scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a EDAX-Phoenix system and with a Tescan Solaris Field-

Emission SEM equipped with the Ultim max 65 Oxford Instrument silicon drift EDS detector; both 

instruments were at the Department of Geosciences, University of Padova. Major element compositions 

of clinopyroxenes (Appendix A. Supplementary Material) were obtained by electron microprobe 

analysis with a CAMECA SX50 at the Istituto di Geoscienze e Georisorse CNR, Padova, Italy, 

operating at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a beam current of 5-20 nA, with 10-40 sec 
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acquisition times. Amelia albite was used as the standard for Na and Al, periclase for Mg, diopside for 

Si and Ca, orthoclase for K, eskolaite for Cr, pyrophanite for Mn and Ti, and hematite for Fe. Routine 

ZAF (Z–atomic number; A–absorption; F–fluorescence) on-line data reduction and matrix correction 

procedures were applied. The size of the analytical spot was ca. 1 micron. Analytical uncertainties are 

estimated to be lower than 1 and 5 % relative for major and minor elements, respectively. 

2.3 Synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (SXRF) analysis 

Because the electron microprobe is unsuitable for elemental analyses at low, 10’s of ppm, concentration 

levels, point analyses and mapping of sulfur and chlorine in the clinopyroxene crystals were performed 

by synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (SXRF). This non-destructive technique allows analysis of trace 

elements at concentrations down to the parts per million level at micrometer-scale spatial resolution. 

SXRF analyses were done on Beamline I18 at the Diamond Synchrotron Light Source (Oxfordshire, 

England) following the procedures of Callegaro et al. (2020). Synchrotron X-ray fluorescence was 

performed in a helium atmosphere with a 3 keV beam focused to 6 μm x 6 μm by a pair of Kirkpatrick-

Baez mirrors; fluorescence spectra were measured for 200 s live time by a Vortex silicon drift detector. 

Sulfur and chlorine concentrations were determined from the spectra using the software package 

PyMca (Solé et al., 2007) and using the silicon concentration of the minerals as the internal reference 

for quantification. 

The detection limit of sulfur and chlorine was calculated to be ~ 1 ppm (p. 446, Goldstein et al., 2003; 

Rousseau, 2001). Based upon a relative uncertainty of 10% in our electron microprobe analyses as well 

as 10% uncertainty seen in our peak fitting areas, we calculate through error propagation (Rousseau, 

2001) an analytical uncertainty of 14% relative (1-sigma) for samples with 6 ppm and greater. At 2 ppm 

sulfur, the uncertainty in the peak fitting areas reaches 37% and the analytical uncertainty becomes 

38% relative (1-sigma). This technique was tested using an in-house basaltic glass secondary standard 

previously analyzed by electron microprobe. The mean sulfur concentration measured in multiple 

locations by electron microprobe was 103 ± 35 (1-sigma) ppm and by SXRF was 100 ± 11 (1-sigma) 

ppm. The mean chlorine concentration of the analytical locations in this glass was 537 ± 42 (1-sigma) 

ppm and 607 ± 32 (1-sigma) ppm when analyzed by the electron microprobe and SXRF, respectively. 

Although the difference in Cl analyses by the two different techniques is significant, it is less than our 

SXRF analytical uncertainty of 14%, and thus the two different types of analyses are statistically 

indistinguishable. 

The SXRF analytical technique for sulfur was also tested at low concentration levels by analysis of two 

clinopyroxene crystals previously analyzed by bulk-rock techniques to check our SXRF results, gem-

quality DeKalb diopside (USNM # R18685) and slightly zoned F-14 clinopyroxene (Frosty Peak, AK, 

USA, collected by D.R.B.). Bulk analyses of these crystals for sulfur were made at the Saskatchewan 

Research Council Geoanalytical Laboratories using an Eltra HELIOS carbon and sulfur analyzer. Three 

aliquots of DeKalb diopside had a mean sulfur concentration of 32 ± 15 ppm (1-standard deviation) and 

one aliquot of F-14 clinopyroxene had 32 ppm sulfur. Eight SXRF analyses of DeKalb diopside 

crystals contained 32 ± 18 ppm S and six analyses of F-14 clinopyroxene had 22 ± 9 ppm sulfur. The 

agreement of bulk sulfur analyses and the average of the SXRF analyses is within 1-σ uncertainty for 

DeKalb and just outside the 1-σ uncertainty for F-14, although both crystals display heterogeneity in 

sulfur concentrations. 
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We lacked suitable clinopyroxene crystals to assess the SXRF analyses of chlorine at low concentration 

levels. However, as discussed below in Section 3.1.1, the concentrations of chlorine in clinopyroxene 

crystals MIL 03346 D1 and D4 far from cracks analyzed by both SXRF and by ion microprobe are 

similar, with the exception of one analysis in the core of D4 (Table 1). Concentrations of chlorine 

measured by SXRF in the core of Nakhla clinopyroxene 2-1 are mostly between 10 to 14 ppm, whereas 

the 3 ion probe analyses are between 3 and 4 ppm Cl (Table 1). We attribute the differences between 

SXRF and ion probe analyses of chlorine to micrometer-scale compositional heterogeneities in the 

crystals, but cannot rule out the possibility of a systematic difference between the ion probe and SXRF 

analyses for Cl. In this work we rely upon the SXRF analyses for Cl, but recognize the need for future 

research comparing and intercalibrating the results of SXRF and ion microprobe, which is beyond the 

scope of this contribution. 

 

2.3.1 SXRF mapping 

 

Map analyses were made with the same 6 μm x 6 μm beam size as used for the point analyses and 

moving the sample stage in the x- and y-directions using 20 μm steps. The live time for each location 

was 50 s. PyMca produces a quantified map of S and Cl concentrations whose pixels are the size of the 

analytical steps, 20 μm x 20 μm. This map was then scaled to, and superimposed upon, the 

backscattered images of the crystals. Although this produces a map with adjoining pixels, the analyses 

only represent the center 6 μm x 6 μm region of each pixel in the map. These maps were used to 

determine the S and Cl concentrations along the same profiles as used for major element (electron 

microprobe) traverses. In most cases, the maps were at an angle to the electron microprobe traverses 

and the concentrations along these traverses were calculated using the “improfile” command with a 

bilinear interpolation in Matlab®. 

 

2.4 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS or ion microprobe)  

A few reconnaissance analyses of fluorine and chlorine in the clinopyroxenes were performed by 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry using a large geometry CAMECA IMS 1280 instrument at the 

Nordsim facility, Swedish Museum of Natural History, Stockholm (Sweden). The analytical protocol 

was described in more detail by Baker et al. (2022) and used a 133Cs+ primary beam of ~0.5 nA with an 

accelerating voltage of -10 kV together with low-energy, normal-incidence electron flooding to 

counteract charge buildup on the target. Each analysis began by rastering the primary beam over a 20 

μm x 20 μm area for 120 seconds to remove the gold coating and surface contamination. The beam was 

then reduced to a ~10 μm x 10 μm raster for data acquisition. The secondary ions were accelerated with 

a -10 kV potential, centered in the field aperture, and optimized using the 18O signal. The mass 

resolution (M/Δ M) was 2430 and ions were measured by magnet peak switching on a low-noise, ion-

counting electron multiplier. Ratios of 19F/18O and 35Cl/18O were used to quantify the halogen 

concentrations. Oxygen was used because of its similar concentrations in samples and standards. 

Fluorine and chlorine were calibrated using ATHO-G and T1-G glasses (for more details see Baker et 

al., 2022). External precision based upon reference material measurements was ± 2.8 % (n = 32) for F 

and ± 1.0 % (n = 16) for Cl; these values were propagated together with the within run uncertainty to 
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yield an estimate of overall uncertainty on the concentration measurements (excluding uncertainty in 

the reference material concentrations). Based upon analyses of ultrapure silica Herasil® glass we 

estimate ~ 2 ppm F and a similar value for chlorine as our maximum background values. However, as 

discussed in Baker et al. (2022), Herasil® glass is not considered nominally Cl-free, and use of this 

glass as a background monitor must be done carefully until concentrations of F and Cl in this glass are 

certified. 

 

3. RESULTS 

Due to beamtime limitations only four to five crystals from each meteorite were chosen for point 

analyses of S, Cl, and F, and two clinopyroxene crystals, D1 and D4, from MIL 03346 and one crystal 

from Nakhla, clinopyroxene 2-1, were chosen for S and Cl mapping. All mapped crystals were chosen 

due to their size, so that a single map would cover a significant portion of the crystal, including the 

core, the annular mantle around the core, and the rim, in the time available for analysis. These crystals 

were chosen to be representative based upon petrographic observations, back-scattered electron 

imagery (BSE), and major element analyses that were similar to previously published analyses of 

clinopyroxenes in these meteorites, as shown by the wollastonite-enstatite-ferrosilite compositions in 

Figure 2 (see Appendix A. Supplementary Material for complete analyses). None of the analyzed 

crystals were spatially associated with altered mesostasis and therefore unlikely to have been highly 

deformed due to the low-temperature shock documented by Daly et al. (2019). Furthermore, 

petrographic and SEM observations of the analyzed crystals revealed no evidence of deformation, 

undulose extinction, or recrystallization into smaller grains indicative of high shock pressures. 

The crystal-mesostasis interfaces and cracks within crystals of the mapped clinopyroxenes of MIL 

03346 and Nakhla were carefully investigated by SEM to search for S-rich and Cl-rich minerals 

indicative of post-magmatic alteration. Backscattered images and EDS analyses of these samples 

indicate rare, apparently magmatic sulfides in the mesostasis at the boundaries of the mapped 

clinopyroxenes. Instead, the small, mesostasis crystals found at the edges of the clinopyroxenes were 

most commonly iron-titanium oxides and phosphates. Furthermore, no S-rich crystals were found in the 

cracks cutting the clinopyroxenes. Despite our petrographic, SEM, and electron microprobe 

investigations that found no alteration in the crystals to be analyzed for S, Cl, and F, some analyses of 

these elements yielded results far above those expected for magmatic systems and may be due to some 

alteration (discussed in more detail below and in the Appendix A. Supplementary Material). 

 

3.1 Point analyses of sulfur, fluorine, and chlorine concentrations 

The sulfur and chlorine concentrations were measured in 4 crystals from MIL 03346, 4 from Nakhla, 

and 5 from NWA 998. The S and Cl concentrations in nakhlite clinopyroxenes vary from 4 to 63 ppm 

and from the detection limit of 1 ppm up to 65 ppm, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 3). Volatile 

concentrations from different points within the core of the same clinopyroxene are often, but not 

always, near-or-within uncertainty of each other, whereas analyses taken in different locations of the 

rim of the same clinopyroxene often show highly variable concentrations (Fig. 3).  
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Under conditions of either equilibrium or fractional crystallization in a closed system, and in the 

absence of the stabilization of another phase rich in either S (e.g., a melt, fluid, or crystal) or Cl (e.g., 

apatite, amphibole, halite or fluid), crystal rims would be expected to be enriched in these volatile 

elements compared to the cores. Rims are generally enriched in S and Cl relative to the cores, but there 

are some exceptions (Fig. 3). 

3.1.1 Clinopyroxene cores 

3.1.1.1 MIL 03346 

The clinopyroxenes in MIL 03346 display S concentrations from 14 to 32 ppm and Cl from below the 

detection limit to 10 ppm (Table 1, Fig. 3a). As discussed in Section 3.2, mapping of D1 and D4 

clinopyroxene cores provides a clearer picture of the volatile evolution. Clinopyroxenes in MIL 03346 

have core compositions from approximately Wo40En38Fs22 to Wo39En36Fs25 or Mg#, MgO/(FeO+MgO), 

of 60 to 66 and demonstrate the greatest extent of major element zoning from core to rim (Figs. 2, 4, 

and 5).  

Ion microprobe analyses of the cores of crystal D1 and D4 in MIL 03346 gave F concentrations of 32 

(D1) and 72 ppm (D4). The chlorine concentrations measured by ion microprobe in cores from both 

crystals were 6 ppm, consistent with the SXRF results. In both crystals, we performed additional 

analyses that appear to have been located on apparently altered regions because the chlorine 

concentration was 444 ppm and fluorine was 206 ppm, neither of which we think represents the 

concentration in the crystal during its magmatic growth, but instead are most probably indicative of 

later alteration (cf., e.g., Treiman, 2005; Sautter et al., 2006; McCubbin et al., 2009; Stopar et al., 2013; 

Geisting and Filiberto, 2016; Udry and Day, 2018; Daly et al. 2019), which was however not visible 

petrographically, in backscattered electron imagery, or in the electron microprobe analyses. 

3.1.1.2 Nakhla 

Nakhla clinopyroxene cores display a positive correlation between S and Cl (Table 1, Fig. 3b), with a 

slope of 1.9 and a correlation coefficient of 0.56. However, two core analyses of clinopyroxene 4-1 

differ significantly in Cl; one contains 12 ppm, whereas the other has 33 ppm. Nevertheless, the 

observed correlation provides putative evidence that during crystallization of Nakhla clinopyroxene 

cores, no S or Cl was removed from the melt by formation of other S- or Cl-rich phases. The observed 

trend may be the product of closed system crystallization (White, 2013). This Nakhla trend from Figure 

3b falls far from the MIL 03346 core compositions in Figure 3a, providing additional support for the 

different petrogenetic histories of Nakhla and MIL 03346 (cf., Day et al., 2006; Udry and Day, 2018). 

Two ion microprobe analyses of the Nakhla crystal 2-1 core both yielded 3 ppm Cl and F 

concentrations of 84 and 63 ppm. The Cl concentrations measured by ion microprobe are one-fourth 

the concentration of Cl in the two points analyzed by SXRF in this sample; we attribute these 

differences to heterogeneities in the core.  

3.1.1.3 NWA 998 

Most of the clinopyroxene cores in NWA 998 display S concentrations (8 to 24 ppm) within the range 

defined by Nakhla and MIL 03346 and with Cl concentrations near 20 ppm, although two exceptional 

core analyses of 32 ppm (1-11) and 64 ppm (1-4) chlorine were found. The crystal core 1-4 from NWA 

998 was analyzed in two points, one contained 25 ppm S and 64 ppm Cl, and the other 8 ppm S and 22 
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ppm Cl (Fig. 3c). The Nakhla core trend (Fig. 3b) passes close to many of the NWA 998 core 

compositions (Fig. 3c), suggesting that fractional crystallization may be dominantly responsible for the 

compositional variations seen in the clinopyroxene cores of NWA 998 and supporting previously seen 

similarities in NWA 998 and Nakhla (Udry and Day, 2018). The major element compositions of the 

NWA 998 crystals only display a small variation, approximately Wo39En39Fs22 to Wo38En36Fs26 and 

Mg# 62 to 66 (Fig. 2, Udry and Day 2018), similar to clinopyroxene cores in Nakhla, Wo38En39Fs23 to 

Wo39En35Fs26 (Fig. 2, Udry and Day 2018; see also Fig. 2) or Mg# of 61 to 63.  

3.1.2 Clinopyroxene rims 

3.1.2.1 MIL 03346 

The SXRF analyses of S and Cl in the rim of clinopyroxene D1 in MIL 03346 are very different from 

one another (Fig. 3a). One of them plots at low concentrations of S and Cl (16 and 1 ppm, respectively) 

and within uncertainty of 2 of the 3 core analyses of the crystal, whereas the other rim is significantly 

enriched in S (50 ppm) and Cl (12 ppm). The rim of clinopyroxene D4 is even more enriched in S (~64 

ppm) and Cl (27 ppm); this degree of enrichment is particularly intriguing because the core analysis of 

D4 has a Cl concentration below the detection limit. These two crystals show remarkable zoning of the 

major element concentrations in their rims, where at an approximately constant Fs50 the wollastonite 

component increases from Wo30 to Wo45 with the Mg# falling to 15 (cf., Day et al., 2006; Udry and 

Day, 2018). The clinopyroxene rims also display an increase in the concentration of Fe3+, as indicated 

by Mössbauer data (Domeneghetti et al., 2013) and calculated from the stoichiometry (Appendix A. 

Supplementary Material). 

3.1.2.2 Nakhla 

The rims of the Nakhla clinopyroxene 2-1 (Fig. 3b) are slightly enriched in S (14 ppm) compared to the 

core (12 ppm). The Cl concentration in one rim is similar to the core analyses (~ 22 ppm), but the other 

rim is significantly enriched (38 ppm). The two rim analyses of Nakhla clinopyroxene 4-1 contain 

similar Cl concentrations (~ 12 and 14 ppm Cl) and S concentrations (~9 and 15 ppm), which bracket 

the core S concentration of this crystal (Fig. 3b). Nakhla clinopyroxene rims are significantly enriched 

in FeO compared to the cores, with ferrosilite concentrations reaching Fs42 or Mg# of 37 (Fig. 2), but 

they are generally less depleted in En and less enriched in Wo than MIL 03346 clinopyroxene rims.  

3.1.2.3 NWA 998 

Two of the NWA 998 clinopyroxenes display rims that are lower in both S and Cl than the cores (1-6, 

1-11), as shown in Figure 3c. Both the core and rim of clinopyroxene 1-11 contain similar Cl 

concentrations (~15 and 12 ppm, respectively), but the S concentration of the core is 24 ppm and the 

rim contains only 11 ppm. The rim and core analyses of clinopyroxene 1-6 are similar, with ~ 15 ppm S 

and 20 ppm Cl (Fig. 3c). The rim analysis of 1-6 with 15 ppm S and 116 ppm Cl (Fig. 3c) is very Cl-

rich compared to other clinopyroxene rims analyzed in this study.  The core compositions of 

clinopyroxene 1-4 bracket the rim composition. Only clinopyroxene 1-12 clearly demonstrates a rim 

enriched in Cl (~45 ppm) compared to its core (~18 ppm), whereas the S concentrations in the core and 

in the rim are within uncertainty of each other. The major element compositions of NWA 998 

clinopyroxenes display moderate iron enrichments up to Fs33 (Fig. 2) and Mg# of 51 in the rims. 
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The inter- and intra-crystalline variations of S and Cl in the nakhlites’ clinopyroxenes support a 

complex petrogenetic history of the three meteorites investigated, although some of the variation seen 

within an individual crystal may be due to complex zoning in clinopyroxene (cf., Skulski et al., 1994; 

Watson, 1996).  In most cases the core-to-rim variations of S and Cl in the point analyses do not 

provide unambiguous evidence of enrichment of residual melts in S and Cl during crystallization. 

However, the clearest evidence for S- and Cl- enrichment is seen for MIL 03346 clinopyroxenes. 

 

3.2 Maps of sulfur and chlorine in 3 clinopyroxenes 

Portions of crystals D1 (Fig. 4) and D4 (Fig. 5) from MIL 03346 and crystal 2-1 from Nakhla (Fig. 6) 

were mapped by SXRF. These maps allow us to better understand the zoning of Cl and S during 

clinopyroxene growth in the samples studied, particularly MIL 03346. 

3.2.1 Crystal D1 in MIL 03346 

Approximately one-half of crystal D1 in MIL 03346 was mapped (Fig. 4). The map confirms the 

heterogeneous concentrations of S and Cl displayed in the point analyses (Fig. 3a) and demonstrates 

zoning from the center of the map to its edges, which on some edges of the map correspond to the 

crystal/mesostasis boundary and on other edges of the map are inside the crystal (Fig. 4a). The map 

demonstrates a general, positive, correlation between S and Cl. 

The map displays a core that is apparently displaced from the center of the crystal with S 

concentrations of 10-15 ppm (Fig. 4b, d) and Cl concentrations of 1-5 ppm (Fig 4c, e), similar to the 

point analyses of this crystal’s core (Fig. 3a). The asymmetry in the map may reflect 

crystallographically controlled, or sector, zoning (Paquette and Reeder, 1990; Skulski et al., 1994; 

Watson, 1996), and its upper right-hand edge (Fig 4a-c) corresponds to a visible change in the gray-

scale level of the BSE image. Surrounding the core is a mantle of approximately 30 µm in width, in 

which both S and Cl concentrations increase. Near traverse ends A and F (Fig. 4d, e) the sulfur 

concentrations reach values between 1000 and 10000 ppm (or 0.1 and 1 wt.%) and those of Cl reach 

100 ppm. The correlation of the S and Cl maps with the major element electron microprobe traverses 

(Fig. 4d, e) and backscattered electron images (Fig. 4a) demonstrate that the annular mantle enriched in 

volatiles corresponds to the regions in the crystal where the Mg# decreases (Fig. 4d, e). Regions 

displaying a lower Mg# are often associated with increasing concentrations of Ti, Al, and 

stoichiometrically calculated Fe3+ in the clinopyroxene (Appendix A. Supplementary Material). Closer 

to the rim, near points A and F, both the S and Cl concentrations drop to lower values; near location A 

the concentrations of S and Cl are similar to those of the core. The edges on the right-hand side of the 

crystal in Figure 4 are all enriched in both S and Cl, which may be due to inadvertent analysis of a 

mixture of the crystal and the mesostasis, which contains Fe-Ti oxides, sulfides, and possibly secondary 

sulfates (Day et al., 2006; Hallis and Taylor, 2011; Stopar et al., 2013), at the clinopyroxene-mesostasis 

interface. 

The maps show regions that are either anomalously enriched or depleted in S or Cl. Some of the 

extremely enriched regions appear associated with cracks in the crystals, whereas others (e.g., those in 

the upper left-hand corner of the map) are not. Other regions are anomalously low (e.g., the 

concentration of Cl at one point along the G-F profile is below the detection limit). The association of 

some enriched points with cracks suggests that the volatile concentrations at those points in the map do 
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not represent the equilibrium volatiles in the crystal at magmatic temperatures and may be due to 

subsolidus alteration and possibly formation of sulfates (Day et al., 2006; Hallis and Taylor, 2011; 

McCubbin et al., 2013). We cannot a priori eliminate post-magmatic alteration of crystals along those 

cracks, either on Mars, during the impact that launched MIL 03346 into space, or weathering on Earth 

and will discuss these possibilities in Section 4.3 and in Appendix A. Supplementary Material. 

3.2.2 Crystal D4 in MIL 03346 

Almost the entire exposed surface of crystal D4 in MIL 03346 was mapped (Fig. 5). The crystal 

displays a core with approximately 10 ppm S (Fig. 5d) and 5 ppm Cl (Fig. 5e). The core Cl 

concentration in the map is significantly higher than the single spot analysis of crystal D4 (which is 

below the detection limit), and the sulfur analyses in the map are significantly lower than the single 

point analysis (Fig. 3a), although some points along the traverse H-I are similar to the point analysis 

(Fig. 5d, e). Surrounding the core is a mantle enriched in both S and Cl, whose location corresponds to 

changes in the Mg#, Ti, Al, and stoichiometrically calculated Fe3+ (Appendix A. Supplementary 

Material), similar to what is seen for crystal D1. However, unlike D1, there is no clear drop in either S 

or Cl close to the crystal rim. 

The D4 map includes more of the mesostasis than the map of D1 and demonstrates that with the 

exception of a few enriched regions, the mesostasis contains between 100 to 1000 ppm S and 10 to 100 

ppm Cl. The map also includes a small fraction of neighboring clinopyroxene crystals and 

demonstrates that their rims are of similar compositions to D4 and that the core of the crystal on the 

right in the image is also similar to D4. 

3.2.3 Crystal 2-1 in Nakhla 

The mapped Nakhla crystal, 2-1, appears to have a heterogeneous core that may be partially resorbed 

and contains small, iron-rich inner zones along the A-B and D-L traverses, which are lighter-gray in the 

BSE image (Fig. 6a) and have major element concentrations similar to the rim; previous observations 

of Fe-rich regions within Nakhla clinopyroxenes were reported by Treiman (2005). Unlike crystals in 

MIL 03346, this clinopyroxene is surrounded by other crystals of clinopyroxene and plagioclase on 

most of its edges, but small blebs of glass are found at points A, B and L (Fig. 6a, b). The S 

concentration in the darker, Mg-rich, portion of the core is between ~ 6 and 10 ppm, however near the 

Fe-rich portion of the core along the A-B traverse the S concentration drops to ~ 2 ppm. The Cl 

concentration of the core is much more variable. Although large portions of the core contain ~ 10 to 20 

ppm Cl, the iron-rich core regions and regions near some cracks contain ~ 100 ppm Cl (Fig. 6b, c).  

Although enrichment in both S and Cl can be seen near some rims of the crystals, the zoning of S, and 

particularly of Cl, are not as evident as in the MIL 03346 crystals. Interestingly, the A-B traverse shows 

low S and Cl near the A-end of the traverse, but higher concentrations near the Fe-rich region in the 

core of the crystal, although there is a drop in both S and Cl at B (Fig. 6d, e). The other two traverses, 

D-L and M-N demonstrate enrichment of S and Cl near crystal boundaries, although the D-L traverse is 

complicated by a singular, high Cl concentration in the iron-rich portion of the crystal core, whose 

chlorine concentration is similar to those seen in the iron-rich rims. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
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4.1 Geological setting and genetic relations of nakhlites on Mars 

Nakhlites are generally accepted to be samples of one or more shallow intrusions or cumulate portions 

of lava flows (e.g., Lentz et al., 1999, 2011; Day et al., 2006; McCubbin et al., 2013; Udry and Day, 

2018) whose light rare-earth enriched parental magmas were formed by melting of a long-term, 

incompatible element depleted mantle source (see Udry and Day, 2018, and references therein). The 

varying amounts of mesostasis (Day et al. 2006; Udry et al., 2012; Corrigan et al., 2015; Udry and Day, 

2018), the meteorite textures (Hammer, 2009: Udry and Day, 2018), zoning of Fe, Mg, and Ca in 

olivine (Mikouchi and Miyamoto, 2002; Mikouchi et al., 2003), and zonation of lithium, both 

concentration and isotopic, and magnesium and iron in clinopyroxenes (Richter et al., 2016) have been 

used to assess each meteorite’s cooling history and from these data the proximity to a cooling boundary 

(such as the martian surface or the martian shallow crust) was inferred.  

Of the meteorites studied, MIL 03346 contains the greatest fraction of mesostasis, ~ 24 % (Udry et al., 

2012), and some authors place this meteorite at a cooling boundary near the top of a flow or intrusion. 

Based upon the fraction of mesostasis and crystal size distributions, Nakhla is placed in the top to the 

middle of a flow or intrusion (Udry and Day, 2018), and NWA 998 was placed in the proximity of 

another cooling boundary, but one that was possibly warmer than the one near MIL 03346 and 

therefore inferred to be near the base of a flow (Udry and Day 2018). Unlike some earlier studies that 

hypothesized nakhlites were from a single lava flow, similar to the terrestrial analogue Theo’s flow in 

Ontario, Canada (e.g., Lentz et al., 1999, 2011; Day et al., 2006), Udry and Day (2018) used trace 

element signatures to propose that MIL 03346 was in one flow, or flow lobe, and Nakhla and NWA 998 

were in another, or possibly two other flows or flow lobes. Despite these complexities, Udry and Day 

(2018) concluded that nakhlites “share strong co-genetic petrogenetic traits much the same as terrestrial 

lava-sill-dike complexes.” 

The shared co-genetic traits of nakhlites suggest the possibility that the petrogenetic history of nakhlites 

can be better understood through combination of the results of this work and previously published 

analyses of nakhlites. We are most interested in the history of sulfur and chlorine in these rocks as the 

results discussed above demonstrate complexities that may not be explicable by simple crystallization 

fractionation; the first step in investigating the nakhlite petrogenetic history is to determine the 

temperature and pressure at which the nakhlite clinopyroxenes crystallized. 

 

4.2 Temperatures and pressures of clinopyroxene crystallization  

We determined the crystallization conditions of nakhlites by clinopyroxene-melt geothermobarometry 

(Lessel and Putirka, 2015; Neave and Putirka, 2017), using our analyses of clinopyroxene core 

compositions (e.g., Fig. 2). Because nakhlites are cumulate rocks, the liquid composition from which 

they crystallized can only be estimated. Proposed parental liquids for nakhlites previously were 

estimated to be subalkaline basaltic melts (with some variability) from analysis of melt inclusions 

(many of them crystallized) in nakhlite clinopyroxene and olivine (e.g., Harvey and McSween, 1992; 

Varela et al., 2001; Stockstill et al., 2005; Imae and Ikeda, 2007; Sautter et al., 2012; Goodrich et al., 

2013). We used the various published parental liquid compositions and our major element analyses of 

clinopyroxene core compositions in MIL 03346, Nakhla, and NWA 998 to calculate pressures and 

temperatures of clinopyroxene crystallization using the clinopyroxene-melt geothermobarometers of 
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Neave and Putirka (2017) and Lessel and Putirka (2015), the latter specifically calibrated for martian 

bulk compositions. We note that estimated temperatures and pressures have considerable uncertainties, 

which are a combination of those intrinsic to the geothermobarometers (on the order of 50 °C and 140 

MPa; Neave and Putirka, 2017) and the compositional range of the estimated parental melts. 

Both geothermobarometers produced similar crystallization temperatures for the clinopyroxene cores. 

We obtained temperatures from 843 to 1197 °C with an average of 1061 ± 109 °C (uncertainty is 1 

standard deviation) for the Lessel and Putirka (2015) model and an average of 1075 ± 90 °C for the 

Neave and Putirka (2017) model. The highest estimated temperature (which is within approximately 1 

standard deviation of the mean) is similar to the experimentally determined maximum temperature of 

clinopyroxene stability in Longhi and Pan’s (1989) proposed Nakhla parental liquid, ~ 1215 °C, and to 

the estimated temperature of clinopyroxene crystallization obtained using another proposed parental 

melt composition, ~ 1170 °C (Sautter et al., 2012). A slightly lower temperature for augite 

crystallization in a nakhlite parental melt comes from the experimental results of Imae and Ikeda 

(2008) on their proposed parental melt, ~ 1150 °C. Therefore, the cores of the clinopyroxenes in the 

studied nakhlites probably crystallized between ~ 1150 and 1215 °C. 

Both geothermobarometers produced negative average crystallization pressures for the clinopyroxene 

cores (-120 ± 310 MPa for Lessel and Putirka, 2015; -730 ± 990 MPa for Neave and Putirka, 2017). 

Negative pressures are suggestive of disequilibrium between the clinopyroxene cores and the proposed 

parental liquids. However, if we only consider pressure calculations for calculated crystallization 

temperatures of 1150 °C and greater, the average pressures of crystallization are 300 ± 440 MPa (using 

Lessel and Putirka, 2015) and 370 ± 70 MPa (using Neave and Putirka, 2017). These average pressures 

imply that crystallization of the clinopyroxene cores in the studied nakhlites occurred at crustal depths 

(Semprich and Filiberto, 2020, Wieczorek et al., 2022), or on the surface of Mars. Applying the Ti/Al 

geobarometer of Nekvasil et al. (2007) to our samples produces similar results (430 to 930 MPa, upper- 

to mid-crustal pressures; Appendix A. Supplementary Material) to those found by Peslier et al. (2019) 

on a suite of other nakhlite samples including the meteorites studied here. 

Pairing mesostasis compositions of MIL 03346 (Imae and Ikeda, 2007; Jambon et al. 2016) with our 

analyses of the clinopyroxene rims yields average calculated rim crystallization conditions of 1014 ± 

27 °C, 740 ± 160 MPa (using Lessel and Putirka, 2015) and 987 ± 32 °C, 300 ± 390 MPa (using Neave 

and Putirka, 2017). The mean temperatures are within 1-sigma of each other and are approximately 

150 °C lower than the best-estimate core crystallization temperatures. An overall slow, post-

crystallization cooling rate of MIL 03346 magma was inferred from the low closure temperature (Tc ~ 

500 ºC) obtained from the Fe2+- Mg degree of order and intracrystalline cation site distribution in MIL 

03346 clinopyroxene cores (Domeneghetti et al., 2013). Based on these data and on the petrographic 

evidence indicating the quench of interstitial melt at high temperature, Domeneghetti et al. (2013) 

suggested that after a fast cooling rate at high temperature the magma experienced a much slower 

cooling rate at lower temperature, consistent with the hypothesis of repeated emplacement of magma in 

a thick cooling sill or with subsequent emplacement of additional lava flows on the top of the nakhlite 

pile (Domeneghetti et al., 2013). The pressure of 740 MPa calculated by the Lessel and Putirka (2015) 

model is surprisingly higher than those estimated for the core and appears rather implausible. The 

pressure estimates obtained following the approach of Neave and Putirka (2017) imply a simpler 

crystallization model, where the rims formed at pressures similar to the cores or, considering the large 

standard deviation, closer to the surface. Crystallization of nakhlite clinopyroxene rims at near-surface 

pressures has previously been advocated by many researchers based upon the meteorites’ textures, 
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replacement of olivine by orthopyroxene, and cooling rate calculations based upon isotopic and 

chemical zonation in phenocrysts (e.g., Lentz et al., 1999; Treiman, 2005; Day et al., 2006; Richter et 

al., 2016;  Udry and Day, 2018). 

In summary, our preferred interpretation of the geothermobarometry calculations is that the cores of the 

nakhlite clinopyroxenes crystallized in upper-to-mid-level crustal magma chambers at temperatures 

between 1150 and 1215 °C. These clinopyroxenes were then transported to near-surface, or surface, 

conditions where cooling and rim growth occurred; for the case of MIL 03346 this temperature appears 

to have been approximately 1000 °C. The final igneous episode involved cooling of the individual 

nakhlites at different depths within lava flows or near-surface intrusions. 

 

4.3 Are measured volatile concentrations in clinopyroxene due to magmatic or post-magmatic 

processes?  

The post-magmatic histories of these meteorites are complex and involve interactions with high- and 

low-temperature hydrothermal fluids (e.g., Bridges and Grady 1999, 2000; Day et al., 2006; Sautter et 

al., 2006: McCubbin et al., 2009; Changela and Bridges, 2011; Hallis and Taylor, 2011; Bridges and 

Schwenzer, 2012; Filiberto et al., 2014;  Geisting and Filiberto, 2016), the impact that launched the 

meteorites off the surface of Mars, the ~ 11 Ma transit from Mars to Earth (Korochantseva et al., 2011; 

Cohen et al., 2017), and weathering on Earth’s surface (e.g., Treiman, 2005; Day et al., 2006; Hallis 

and Taylor, 2011; Peslier et al., 2019). Although potentially each of these events could have affected the 

concentrations of S, Cl, and F in the clinopyroxenes, all evidence points towards the dominant control 

of magmatic processes on the elemental concentrations and distributions measured in this study. 

However, some of the high concentrations of volatiles (e.g., 115 ppm Cl in the rim of NWA 998 crystal 

1-6) in the clinopyroxenes may be due to non-magmatic (e.g., alteration) processes. Following Peslier 

et al. (2019) we evaluated the possible alteration of the clinopyroxenes by impacts on Mars, 

hydrothermal systems, and terrestrial weathering; the details are provided in the Appendix A. 

Supplementary Material and only a summary is presented here.  

Peslier et al. (2019) investigated the influence of impacts on the water concentration and D/H ratios of 

nakhlite clinopyroxenes and found that impacts had little effect. Because of the higher diffusivity of 

hydrogen in comparison to sulfur and chlorine in silicate melts (e.g., Baker and Balcone-Boissard, 

2009) and therefore probably in clinopyroxene crystals, the evidence and arguments used by Peslier et 

al. (2019) indicate that the distributions of S and Cl seen in the nakhlite clinopyroxenes should not have 

been significantly altered by impact processes. 

The possible effects of hydrothermal alteration was modeled using diffusion of Cl at 200 and 700 °C 

(Appendix A: Supplementary Material) in an amphibole because no Cl diffusion measurements in 

clinopyroxene were found (we consider amphibole to be the best analogue for Cl diffusion in 

clinopyroxene because of their similar structures), and the results indicate that alteration should occur 

only within about 10 micrometers of a surface in contact with a Cl-rich fluid at low temperatures, 

which is similar to the widths of Cl-enriched zones near some cracks in the mapped clinopyroxenes 

(Figs. 4, 5, 6). At high temperatures diffusive modification of Cl in clinopyroxene is much more 

extensive. However the dissolution rate of these minerals into hot water is so rapid (Zhang et al., 2013) 

that we would expect to see dissolution features in the investigated clinopyroxenes, but none were 
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found. Based upon these diffusion calculations and our observations we conclude that high- or low-

temperature alteration of the Cl concentrations in the clinopyroxenes was minor. 

No studies on the diffusion of S in clinopyroxene or amphibole were found, but the observation that 

sulfur diffusivities are below those of chlorine in silicate melts (e.g., Baker and Balcone-Boissard, 

2009) suggests that any alteration of sulfur concentrations by hydrothermal systems should be spatially 

limited to distances similar to those estimated for chlorine. 

Although most nakhlites are finds and have experienced weathering on Earth (e.g., Treiman, 2005; 

Hallis and Taylor, 2011), Peslier et al. (2019) demonstrated little evidence of terrestrial alteration in 

their samples of the same meteorites investigated in this study and demonstrated that they could 

interpret their water concentrations and δD ratios by magmatic degassing and crystallization. Carraro et 

al. (2010) studied total hydrogen in clinopyroxene crystal cores by Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis 

from the same three nakhlites samples investigated here. They only detected small amounts of 

terrestrial hydrogen contamination along cracks, providing further support for the lack of significant 

terrestrial alteration.  

Thus, sulfur and chlorine analyses of the clinopyroxenes more than approximately 10 micrometers 

away from cracks appear to be magmatic signatures and can be used to investigate the evolution of the 

nakhlite magmatic system. 

 

4.4 Sulfur, chlorine, and fluorine in nakhlite parental melts 

The point analyses of S and Cl in clinopyroxene cores (Fig. 3) demonstrate sulfur concentrations 

varying from 8 to 32 ppm and Cl concentrations from below the detection limit to 65 ppm, with the 

majority of points showing sulfur and chlorine concentrations between 10 and 20 ppm. The maps of 

clinopyroxenes D1 and D4 in MIL 03346, as well as clinopyroxene 2-1 in Nakhla (Figs. 4, 5, 6), 

demonstrate that these three clinopyroxene cores all contain approximately 13 ppm sulfur. The chlorine 

concentrations in the cores of MIL 03346 are more variable, but typically contain ~ 5 ppm, whereas the 

core of Nakhla clinopyroxene 2-1 and NWA 998 clinopyroxenes are more enriched in Cl, containing ~ 

17 ppm.  

We can estimate the S, Cl and F concentrations in the melts from which the cores crystallized using the 

sulfur partition coefficients of Callegaro et al. (2020) and the fluorine and chlorine partition coefficients 

of Baker et al. (2022). Both sets of partition coefficients were measured on terrestrial basaltic melt 

compositions and clinopyroxenes that crystallized from them. The compositions of proposed nakhlite 

parental melts (e.g., Goodrich et al., 2013) and nakhlite clinopyroxenes are different from those in the 

partitioning experiments, notably higher in total iron, but no partition clinopyroxene/liquid partition 

coefficients of S, Cl, and F have been measured in martian magmatic compositions. The compositional 

differences between terrestrial and martian magmas may influence the partition coefficients, however 

Righter et al. (2009) demonstrated that sulfide saturation in both martian and terrestrial basalt melts can 

be described by a single relationship, and Filiberto and Dasgupta (2011) demonstrated that the Fe/Mg 

exchange coefficient between martian basaltic melts and olivines was only approximately 17% above 

the same value for terrestrial basaltic melts. Therefore, although we acknowledge possible differences 

in the partitioning behavior of S, Cl, and F in terrestrial and in martian magmatic systems, all available 

evidence indicates that they will be small. 
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We apply a sulfur clinopyroxene-liquid partition coefficient of 0.02, based upon partition coefficients 

determined using the same SXRF analytical techniques (Callegaro et al., 2020) as applied in this study. 

For Cl, we use a partition coefficient of 0.01 (Baker et al., 2022). However, as stressed by Baker et al. 

(2022) the chlorine concentrations in the experimentally produced clinopyroxenes are near, or at, the 

detection limit of the ion microprobe and their partition coefficient may be a maximum. Nevertheless, 

this Cl partition coefficient of Baker et al. (2022) is similar to previously measured ones by Dalou et al. 

(2012, 2014). Although problems may arise when applying a partition coefficient determined by ion 

microprobe (Baker et al., 2022) to Cl concentrations measured by SXRF, the similarity of Cl 

concentrations in MIL 03346 determined by ion microprobe to those determined by SXRF suggests 

that those problems are minimal. We use a fluorine partition coefficient of 0.2, determined by ion 

microprobe (Baker et al. 2022). We note that this value is a little greater than those measured by Dalou 

et al. (2012, 2014), ~ 0.075 to 0.15.  

Figure 3 explicitly converts the concentrations of S and Cl in the clinopyroxenes into S and Cl 

concentrations in the liquids from which the cores crystallized; these values range from ~ 200 to 1600 

ppm S and ~ 250 to 6500 ppm Cl. These calculated variations in the concentrations of S and Cl in the 

melt may be due to local enrichment or depletion of sulfur and chlorine in the residual liquid during 

clinopyroxene crystallization. The variations also may be related to crystallographic controls on trace 

element partitioning (e.g., Paquette and Reeder, 1990; Skulski et al., 1994; Watson, 1996). Because of 

these possibilities it is useful to consider the mean concentrations of volatiles in the clinopyroxene 

cores and those calculated in the corresponding liquids. 

The average of the sulfur analyses of clinopyroxene cores in MIL 03346 (Figure 3) and the 3 Cl 

analyses above the detection limit produces an average of 18 ± 8 ppm S and 5 ± 3 ppm Cl. The maps of 

the two crystals from MIL 03346 (Figs. 4 and 5) indicate that broad regions of the crystal cores can be 

characterized by S concentrations between ~ 7 and 15 ppm, a little lower than the average calculated 

from the point analyses. On the other hand, the maps indicate Cl concentrations in the core similar to 

the average of point analyses. The calculated volatile concentrations in the parental melt of MIL 03346 

are 900 ± 400 ppm S and 500 ± 300 ppm Cl; these means and 1-sigma standard deviations are based 

upon all analyzes of the MIL 03346 clinopyroxene cores and span a large range due to the variability of 

the measured S and Cl concentrations. The calculated sulfur concentration in the parental melt is 

similar to that measured in a melt inclusion in MIL 03346 by Imae and Ikeda (2007), 761 ppm S. 

Converting the mean sulfur concentration of the Nakhla cores of 11 ± 4 ppm to a melt concentration 

yields 550 ± 200 ppm S; the same calculation for Cl in the cores, 15 ± 8 ppm, yields an average melt 

concentration of 1500 ± 800 ppm Cl. The S and Cl concentrations in the core of the mapped Nakhla 

clinopyroxene (Fig. 6) are quite similar to the averages of the point analyses (Fig. 3), with the 

exception of one anomalously Cl-enriched point on the D-L traverse that correlates with a lighter-gray 

(higher iron and lower Mg#) region of the clinopyroxene core. 

The average S in the NWA 998 clinopyroxene cores is 13 ± 6 ppm and the average Cl is 24 ± 15 ppm; 

these values yield melt concentrations of 650 ± 300 ppm S and 2400 ± 1500 ppm Cl. If the two most S- 

and Cl-enriched NWA 998 core analyses (1-4 and 1-11) are not used, the S average in the crystal cores 

decreases to 10 ± 3 ppm and Cl to 19 ± 6 ppm, or average melt concentrations of 500 ± 150 ppm S and 

1900 ± 600 ppm Cl. 
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The average core concentrations of S and Cl together with the elemental maps indicate that the melts 

from which MIL 03346, Nakhla, and NWA 998 crystallized contained similar concentrations of S (~ 

500 - 900 ppm), but different mean concentrations of Cl (~ 500 ± 300 ppm in MIL 03346, ~ 1500 ± 800   

ppm in Nakhla and ~ 1900 ± 600 ppm for NWA 998).  

Considering the uncertainties in the calculated concentrations of S and Cl, the similarity of the volatile 

concentrations in the Nakhla and NWA 998 parental melts suggests that a single parental melt may be 

responsible for their clinopyroxene cores (cf., Udry and Day, 2018). The observation that the Nakhla 

trend in Figure 3b is similar to the trend in core compositions of NWA 998 (Fig. 3c) also supports the 

hypothesis of a single parental melt, or similar parental melts, for both meteorites. If a single parental 

melt produced both meteorites, then the higher Mg# of the clinopyroxene cores in NWA 998 than in 

Nakhla (Udry and Day, 2018; this study) suggests earlier crystallization of NWA 998 crystals.  

The few, exploratory analyses of fluorine in crystal cores of MIL 03346 and Nakhla can also be used to 

estimate the F concentration in the parental melts. The low F concentration measured in crystal D1 of 

MIL 03346, 32 ppm, yields a melt concentration of 160 ppm, whereas the higher concentration, 72 

ppm, indicates a melt with 360 ppm F. The two Nakhla measurements, 84 and 63 ppm, indicate 

parental melts with 420 or 315 ppm F. The significant enrichment of Cl to F in the parental melts is 

consistent with findings that most nakhlite apatites crystallized from a melt with more chlorine than 

fluorine (e.g., McCubbin et al., 2013, 2016). 

McCubbin et al. (2013) and Udry and Day (2018) presented evidence for a genetic relationship 

between nakhlites and chassignites. McCubbin et al. (2016) used measurements of F and Cl in apatite 

from chassignite NWA 2737 to estimate the Cl:F ratio in the parental melt and found a ratio of 2.6 to 

3.5. Combining our mean concentrations of Cl in the parental melt of MIL 03346 with the two F 

analyses we made yields Cl:F ratios of 1.4 and 3.1 in the parental melt. Performing the same 

calculation for Nakhla yields Cl:F ratios of 4.5 and 6.0. We note that whereas only one of our values 

falls within the range of that determined by McCubbin et al. (2016) for NWA 2737, all of the values in 

the two studies are not dissimilar and support a genetic relationship between chassignites and nakhlites. 

4.5 Comparison of sulfur, chlorine, and fluorine concentrations between nakhlite and shergottite 

parental melts 

Volatile concentrations estimated in nakhlite parental melts can be compared to those in parental 

shergottite melts (Usui et al., 2012; McCubbin et al., 2016; Paquet et al., 2021). Usui et al. (2012) 

measured S, Cl, and F concentrations in melt inclusions trapped in olivine from shergottites Yamato 

980459 (incompatible element depleted), and Larkman Nunatak 06319 (incompatible element 

enriched). Three melt inclusions in Yamato 980459 showed a mean of 822 ± 163 ppm S, 38 ± 11 ppm 

Cl, and 14 ± 4 ppm F, whereas one melt inclusion in Larkman Nunatak 06319 yielded 82 ppm S, 1018 

ppm Cl and 490 ppm F (Usui et al., 2012). The high concentration of sulfur found in the Yamato 

980459 melt inclusions is similar to our estimates of sulfur (~ 500 ppm) in the nakhlite parental melts. 

In contrast, the melt inclusions are significantly depleted in Cl and F compared to our estimates for 

nakhlite melts. On the other hand, the Larkman Nunatak 06319 melt inclusion is significantly depleted 

in S compared to our estimate, but the Cl and F concentrations are similar to those estimated from our 

clinopyroxene analyses. 
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McCubbin et al. (2016) used measured concentrations of F and Cl in apatites from the enriched basaltic 

shergottite Shergotty and the depleted basaltic shergottite QUE 94201 combined with bulk meteorite 

analyses of Filiberto et al. (2016) to estimate the concentrations of volatiles in the parental melts. They 

determined that the parental melt to Shergotty contained 36 ppm F and 116 to 155 ppm Cl. For QUE 

94201 the authors proposed volatile concentrations in the parental melt based upon their measurements 

and the olivine-hosted melt inclusion in Yamato 980459 (Usui et al., 2012) that were significantly 

lower: 10 ppm F and 16-21 ppm Cl. These concentrations are similar to those measured in melt 

inclusions of Yamato 980459 (Usui et al., 2012) and less than we determined for the nahklite parental 

melts. 

Paquet et al. (2021) used the concentrations of highly siderophile elements in 16 shergottites to 

calculate the concentrations of sulfur in shergottite parental melts. Shergottites enriched in lithophile 

trace elements and with high 187Os/188Os and 87Sr/86Sr were estimated to be formed by 25 to 30 % 

fractional crystallization of a melt with 250 ± 50 ppm S, whereas shergottites with lower lithophile 

trace element abundances and isotopic ratios were formed by 10 to 15 % fractionation from a parental 

melt with 350 ± 100 ppm S (Paquet et al. 2021). These sulfur concentrations are lower than our 

estimate of nakhlite parental melts ( ~ 500 ppm), but they are in the range of the lowest parental melt 

concentrations for both Nakhla and NWA 998 (Fig. 3). These low concentrations of sulfur in both 

nakhlite and shergottite parental melts provide evidence that the mantle source regions of these martian 

meteorite parental magmas are not extraordinarily enriched in sulfur. 

 

4.6 Sulfur, chlorine and fluorine in primitive melts and the nakhlite source region 

The melts that crystallized nakhlites are not considered to be primary mantle melts because their Mg# 

values are too low; the nakhlite parental melts must have evolved from primary melts, presumably by 

crystallization of ferromagnesian phase(s) (Treiman, 2005, and references therein; Udry and Day, 

2018). Because sulfur and halogens are more incompatible in olivine and orthopyroxene than in 

clinopyroxene (Callegaro et al., 2020), these volatile concentrations should increase in residual melts 

with crystallization, and primary melts from the martian mantle are expected to contain less sulfur and 

halogens than the nakhlite parental melt concentrations calculated above. 

The amount of fractionation necessary to produce a nakhlite parental melt from a primary melt of a 

martian peridotite can be calculated from the Mg# of the clinopyroxene cores and the Mg# of primary 

martian mantle melts. The Mg# of the cores, ~0.64, is combined with a KD
Fe/Mg (cpx/melt), or 

(Fe/Mg)cpx/(Fe/Mg)melt, of 0.23 (Goodrich et al., 2013) to calculate a nakhlite parental melt with an 

Mg# of 0.29. This Mg# is similar to that of many of the previously proposed nakhlite parental melts 

(cf., Goodrich et al., 2013). Bertka and Holloway (1994) estimated that near-solidus martian primary 

mantle melts have an Mg# of 0.48 and that at low pressures olivine will be the dominant crystallizing 

phase. Following Bertka and Holloway (1994), we start with their primary melt composition JFR-4 and 

fractionate 1 % spinel + clinopyroxene and then 18 % olivine. The residual melt has an Mg# of 0.29, 

but not the correct CaO/Al2O3 ratio to be a nakhlite parent, as previously stressed by Bertka and 

Holloway (1994). Using mass balance for all volatile species and crystal/melt partition coefficients, the 

concentrations of S, Cl, and F were calculated in the primary melt. The sulfur partition coefficients of 

olivine (Ds = 0.001) and of clinopyroxene (DS = 0.02) are from Callegaro et al. (2020). Similarly, the 

partition coefficients of Baker et al. (2022) were used for Cl and F; the DCl for olivine was set to 0.003 
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and for clinopyroxene to 0.01. The DF for olivine was 0.003 and for clinopyroxene was 0.235. The 

partition coefficients of S, Cl, and F for spinel are assumed equal to those of olivine because of their 

similar structure with short cation-oxygen bond lengths (see discussion in Callegaro et al., 2020 for 

effects of bond lengths and mineral structure on sulfur partitioning). With these values we correct the ~ 

500 ppm S in nakhlite parent melts and the lowest calculated concentrations of Cl, ~ 400 ppm, and F, 

160 ppm (for MIL 03346), to predict a primary melt with ~ 400 ppm S, ~ 320 ppm Cl, and ~ 130 ppm 

F. 

The concentrations of sulfur, chlorine, and fluorine in the martian mantle source of nakhlites can be 

calculated from the fraction of mantle melted to produce the primary melts and the partitioning of the 

volatiles between crystals and melt. Martian primary melts were probably produced by 5 to 30 % 

partial melting of the martian mantle (Longhi and Pan, 1989; Bertka and Holloway, 1994; Treiman, 

2005; Filiberto and Dasgupta, 2011; Matsukage et al., 2013; Wang and Becker, 2017; Udry and Day, 

2018). In addition to the partition coefficients for olivine, spinel, and clinopyroxene used above for the 

calculation of the primary melt, we used a value of DS = 0.001 for orthopyroxene (Callegaro et al., 

2020) and for garnet, where the partition coefficients of S, Cl, and F for garnet are assumed equal to 

those of olivine because they are both orthosilicates with short cation-oxygen bond lengths (Callegaro 

et al., 2020). Similarly, the partition coefficients of Baker et al. (2022) were used for Cl and F. The DCl 

for orthopyroxene and garnet was set to 0.003. The mineralogy of the source used to calculate the bulk 

partition coefficient is based upon the experiments of Bertka and Fei (1997) at 20 and 30 kbar and is 

0.59 olivine, 0.19 orthopyroxene, 0.15 clinopyroxene, and 0.07 garnet. All calculations assumed that 

only these phases were present and that any phases enriched in sulfur and/or halogens (e.g., sulfide, 

apatite, amphibole) were completely consumed at the solidus and played no role in controlling the 

concentrations of S, F, and Cl in the melt. The calculated bulk crystal/melt distribution coefficient for 

this model is 0.004 for both sulfur and chlorine, and 0.08 for fluorine. Possible source region 

concentrations of S, Cl and F were calculated for both equilibrium and aggregate fractional fusion 

(modal melting) models (Shaw 1970). 

The calculated concentrations of S, Cl, and F in the source region are between ~ 15 to ~ 120 ppm; both 

the equilibrium and aggregated fractional melting models yield similar concentrations (Fig. 7). If the 

primary melts were produced by 5 % melting of the source region, then that region would contain ~ 20 

ppm S, ~ 16 ppm Cl, and ~ 15 ppm F, whereas in the case of 30% melting the source region would 

contain ~ 120 ppm S, ~ 97 ppm Cl, and F concentrations of either 48 (equilibrium melting) or 40 ppm 

(aggregate fractional fusion). Using the highest estimated concentration of Cl in the NWA 998 parental 

melt would increase the chlorine concentration in the source by a factor of 3.5 and using the highest 

concentration of F in Nakhla would increase the source concentration by 2.5x.  

The nakhlite source region appears enriched in fluorine and probably in chlorine in comparison to 

shergottite source regions. Based upon previously published analyses of melt inclusions or apatites in 

three shergottites (Yamato 980459, QUE 94201, and Shergotty), Filiberto et al. (2019) estimated the 

concentrations of F and Cl in these meteorites’ source regions. The source regions of Yamato 980459 

and QUE 94201 had between 1 and 1.6 ppm F, whereas the source region of Shergotty contained 3.6 to 

5.4 ppm F (Filiberto et al., 2019). Even this highest estimate for the Shergotty source region is only ~ 

1/3 the minimum fluorine concentration we calculate for the nakhlite source. The calculated 

concentration of Cl in the Yamato 980459 and QUE 94201 source regions was between 1.6 and 4.2 

ppm (Filiberto et al., 2019), and the source region of the Tissint shergottite was calculated to contain 

1.2 ppm Cl (Clay et al., 2020), far below the minimum of ~ 15 ppm of Cl (for 5% melting) we calculate 
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for the nakhlite source region. On the other hand, the Shergotty source region is calculated to contain 

between 12 and 23 ppm Cl (Filiberto et al., 2019) and overlaps with our minimum estimate. 

Table 2 compares our estimates of the concentrations of S, Cl, and F in the nakhlite source region to 

previous estimates of these elements’ concentrations in the bulk silicate portion of Mars. Figure 8 

schematically summarizes our calculations of the sulfur and halogen concentrations in the nakhlites’ 

parental melt, in the primary melt from mantle melting, and in the mantle source. The mantle source 

concentrations of Cl and F are very similar to those of the bulk silicate Mars calculated by many other 

researchers, and the best match occurs for melt fractions between 10 and 20 % (Table 2, Fig. 7). 

Previous estimates of sulfur in the bulk silicate portion (or mantle) of Mars vary from 86 ppm to 2000 

ppm (Table 2). Our calculations of sulfur in the nakhlite source region are consistent with the lowest 

concentrations in Table 2 (Lodders and Fegley, 1997; Steenstra and van Westrenen, 2018). The low S 

concentration in the nakhlite source can either be interpreted as evidence for a low-S mantle on Mars, 

or that the nakhlite source region is depleted in S relative to the prevalent martian mantle, possibly by 

crust formation. 

Long-term depletion of the nakhlite source region, supported by our calculated low S concentrations, 

has been put forward by previous researchers using major elements (e.g., Longhi and Pan, 1989), trace 

element ratios, and isotopic signatures (Treiman 2005; Udry and Day, 2018). Conversely, our 

calculated concentrations of Cl and F in the nakhlite source region are similar to the bulk silicate Mars 

values, implying that these two elements avoided depletion, or were perhaps enriched after an earlier 

depletion event and prior to melting of the nakhlite source. These characteristics of the nakhlite source 

are intriguing and may provide important information on the mantle evolution of Mars, including 

metasomatism (Day et al., 2018; Udry et al., 2020), but that needs to be investigated in future research. 

Interestingly, our results imply that the nakhlite source region has sulfur concentrations a little below 

that of the depleted MORB source on Earth as determined by multiple researchers: Salters and Stracke 

(2004): 119 ppm; Nielsen et al. (2014): 195 ± 45 ppm; Ding and Dasgupta (2017): 100 to 200 ppm; and 

Sun et al. (2020): 120 to 300 ppm with an average of 206 ± 25 ppm. The estimated nakhlite source 

region Cl concentrations are higher than either Earth’s primitive or depleted mantle, where estimates of 

chlorine in the depleted terrestrial mantle vary from 0.51 to 7.3 ppm and in the primitive terrestrial 

mantle from 1.4 to 30 ppm (Frezzotti and Ferrando, 2018). On the other hand, our estimates of F in the 

nakhlite source region are similar to those of Earth’s depleted, 11 to 65 ppm, and primitive mantle, 18 

to 25 ppm (Frezzotti and Ferrando, 2018). 

 

4.7 Sulfur and chlorine zoning in nakhlite clinopyroxenes: a history of volatile enrichment 

followed by degassing 

The sulfur and chlorine concentrations in the studied clinopyroxenes increase from the cores outward 

toward the rims of the crystals. This zoning is best seen in the maps and traverses of the MIL 03346 

crystals (Figs. 4 and 5), but can also be discerned in the map of the Nakhla crystal (Fig. 6) and in the 

general tendency of the S and Cl concentrations in many point analyses of clinopyroxene rims to be 

volatile-enriched compared to their corresponding cores (Fig. 3). Furthermore, S and Cl concentrations 

in crystal D1 of MIL 03346 are depleted close to one of the rims, suggestive of volatile loss during the 

latest stages of clinopyroxene growth (Fig. 4). 
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The zoning profiles for MIL 03346 crystals demonstrate that areas closer to the rim (or the mantle 

around the core) commonly can be enriched in S by 10-40x in crystal D1 and 5-10x in crystal D4 (Figs. 

4, 5), although some analyses suggest enrichment up to a factor of 500. Most of the analyzed map 

outside the core of crystal D1 has a maximum Cl enrichment of ~ 10x (Fig. 4), although there is 

evidence of extreme chlorine enrichment to ~ 100x. Crystal D4 displays chlorine enrichments reaching 

only about 10x (Fig. 5). As discussed above, some of the most extreme enrichments seen in the profiles 

(e.g., 5000 ppm S along the G-F traverse) are associated with cracks in the crystal where high-and low-

temperature hydrothermal alteration or terrestrial weathering may have occurred (Day et al., 2006; 

Sautter et al., 2006; McCubbin et al., 2009; Hallis and Taylor, 2011, Stopar et al., 2013; Geisting and 

Filiberto, 2016; Bridges and Schwenzer, 2012). 

Applying the same partition coefficients as used above (Fig. 3) indicates crystallization of the 

clinopyroxene rims from melts with extremely high sulfur and chlorine concentrations. For example, 

1000 ppm S in the crystal suggests 5 wt% S in the melt. Such concentrations are far above the sulfur 

concentration at sulfide saturation (SCSS) of approximately 1600 ppm (Righter et al., 2009; see 

Appendix A. Supplementary Material) and suggest the possibility of oxidized conditions such that 

much of the sulfur is in the 6+ state in the melt. More oxidizing conditions during clinopyroxene rim 

growth is consistent with greater amounts of stoichiometrically calculated Fe3+ in the rims than in the 

cores (Appendix A. Supplementary Material), although other processes may also be affecting the ferric 

iron in the clinopyroxene rims. Even assuming all sulfur was oxidized, a concentration of 5 wt% S in 

the estimated residual melts of MIL 03346 far exceeds the concentrations needed to saturate the system 

in anhydrite (calculated using the model of Baker and Moretti, 2011), and the magmatic, sulfur-bearing 

minerals in nakhlites are sulfides, not sulfates, in the mesostasis (Treiman 2005). We suspect the high 

sulfur concentrations seen in the crystal rims may be due to the entrapment of sub-micrometer scale 

sulfides in the clinopyroxenes that were not visible using our imaging techniques, or to subsolidus 

alteration by hydrothermal fluids. Alternatively the discrepancy between extremely high calculated 

concentrations of sulfur in coexisting melts and the concentrations needed for either sulfide or sulfate 

saturation may be because simple partition coefficients for S are inapplicable at such high 

concentrations due to failure of S to follow Henry’s law in either the melt, or the crystals, or both.  

Nevertheless, even ignoring the most extreme concentrations, the sulfur maps reflect increasing S 

concentrations in the melt during crystallization of the clinopyroxenes. 

The maps also demonstrate increasing Cl concentrations in the melt during crystallization. A chlorine 

concentration of 200 ppm (rim B in crystal 03346 D1 and rims L and N in Nakhla 2-1) reflects a melt 

concentration of 2 wt.% Cl.  This concentration is similar to the maximum concentration of chlorine 

seen in terrestrial magmas of mafic to intermediate composition (Webster et al., 2018). High 

concentrations of chlorine in nakhlite melts are consistent with the presence of Cl-rich apatite in 

nakhlite melt inclusions and mesostasis (e.g., McCubbin et al., 2013), the discovery of a Cl-rich 

scapolite in a melt inclusion from Nakhla (Filiberto et al., 2014), and Sautter et al.’s (2006) observation 

of a Cl-amphibole in MIL 03346. 

The zoning profiles for clinopyroxene 2-1 in Nakhla indicate enrichment in S by a factor of 2.5 to 4x 

and in Cl by a factor of up to 8x (Fig 6). However, the zoning profiles in this crystal are more 

complicated because some are terminated at other crystals where enrichment is not expected, based 

upon prior studies that demonstrated no major-element zoning near crystal rims touching another 

crystal (cf., Treiman, 2005; Udry et al., 2020). However, iron- and volatile-rich regions are found in 

this crystal’s core (Fig 6) along the D-L traverse, the A-B traverse and at the crystal edges D, L and N. 
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The high concentrations of S and Cl in the MIL 03346 crystals far from cracks where hydrothermal 

alteration may have occurred cannot all be explained by enrichment in residual melts due to 

crystallization. Applying either a Rayleigh fractionation or equilibrium model for crystallization of the 

parental melt from which the clinopyroxene cores formed predicts that after 90 % crystallization the 

residual melt would produce a clinopyroxene that is ~10x enriched in either S or Cl. Both Rayleigh 

fractionation or equilibrium crystallization models are capable of explaining much of the enrichment of 

S and Cl in the mapped Nakhla clinopyroxene, however the pattern of enrichment of these elements, 

particularly sulfur, close to the rim of clinopyroxenes in MIL 03346 significantly exceeds modeled 

predictions. 

The enrichment in S and Cl in the MIL 03346 crystals also cannot be explained by the combination of 

rapid crystal growth and slow diffusion of S and Cl in the melts, the snowplow effect (Smith et al., 

1955; Harrison and Watson, 1984). This process was modeled using Equation 10 of Smith et al. (1955), 

the S and Cl partition coefficients in Figure 3, and the diffusivities of S and Cl in a basaltic melt from 

Freda et al. (2005) and Alletti et al. (2007), respectively. These models demonstrate that over the range 

of expected clinopyroxene growth rates in basic magmas of 10-11 to 10-8 m s-1 (Pontesilli et al., 2019; 

Bonechi et al., 2020; Giuliani et al., 2020) the Cl concentration would not exceed ~ 15 ppm at the 

clinopyroxene rim and the S concentration would not exceed ~ 35 ppm during the growth of the ~ 100 

µm mantle and rim of the MIL 03346 clinopyroxenes studied. At the same growth conditions Nakhla 

clinopyroxene 2-1 could reach sulfur and chlorine concentrations of ~ 30 and ~ 40 ppm, respectively. 

The chlorine and sulfur concentrations in melts and coexisting clinopyroxenes could be modified by 

formation of Cl- or S-rich phases. The crystallization of apatite, with high Cl concentrations and a low 

S partition coefficient (Konecke et al., 2017), is expected to limit the Cl enrichment in coexisting melts. 

However, the P2O5 concentrations estimated in the mesostasis (Imae and Ikeda 2007; Jambon et al. 

2016) are only ~ 1 wt % and imply that apatite saturation would occur only near the very end of 

crystallization of the nakhlite mesostasis (Watson, 1979). Formation of a liquid or solid sulfide phase 

with a high S partition coefficient and a low Cl partition coefficient would have the opposite effect, 

buffering the concentration of S in the melt. But MIL 03346 does not contain sulfide phenocrysts, only 

the mesostasis contains magmatic sulfide, indicating that sulfide saturation was reached late in its 

crystallization history. Hydrous fluids are expected to produce similar results to sulfides because the 

aqueous fluid/melt partition coefficient for sulfur in mafic-to-intermediate composition melts is > 80 

and of chlorine is less than 2 (Zajacz et al., 2012). However, any of these possible events would not 

substantially increase the concentration of both sulfur and chlorine in the melt, which is clearly seen in 

the MIL 03346 crystals D1 and D4; thus, another process must be occurring. 

The enrichment of S and Cl near the rims of MIL 03346 crystals provides evidence of the assimilation 

of near-surface rocks and/or regolith rich in volatile elements. Assimilation of regolith was previously 

proposed due to the mass-independent fractionation of sulfur isotopes in nakhlites, indicating 

interaction between nakhlite magmas and sulfur processed in the martian atmosphere (Farhquar et al., 

2000; Franz 2014; Mari et al. 2019). Further evidence of assimilation was the discovery of Cl-rich 

amphibole in melt inclusions in augite (Sautter et al., 2006). 

The composition of near-surface martian rocks and regolith is rich in oxidized sulfur and chlorine 

(Boynton et al., 2007; Morrison et al., 2018; Certini et al., 2020; Rampe et al., 2020). The sulfur and 

chlorine budget of Mars’ rocks and regolith appears dominated by X-ray amorphous material, whose 

abundance varies from 14 % to 71 % (Morrison et al., 2018). The average concentrations of sulfur in 
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these surface samples varies from 2.6 wt% in the bulk soil (Certini et al., 2020) to 6.45 wt% in the X-

ray amorphous material in the soil (Morrison et al., 2018). The lowest average chlorine concentration is 

0.7 wt% in the martian soil (Certini et al., 2020), and the highest is 2.9 wt% in the X-ray amorphous 

material of the Yellowknife Bay formation (Morrison et al., 2018). The concentrations of S and Cl in 

these martian surface materials are consistent with our hypothesis that the sulfur and chlorine 

concentrations of the clinopyroxene mantles in MIL 03346 are influenced by near-surface assimilation.  

In order to further investigate the assimilation hypothesis we applied the assimilation-fractionation-

mixing (AFM) model of DePaolo (1981) and compared its results to Rayleigh fractionation. The 

assimilant used in modeling was composed of 40% X-ray amorphous material, with S and Cl 

concentrations calculated as the average of the studies cited in the previous paragraph (Morrison et al., 

2018; Certini et al., 2020; Rampe et al., 2020), and 60% of other materials (e.g., igneous, metamorphic, 

or sedimentary rocks) with negligible sulfur and chlorine concentrations, yielding an assimilant bulk 

concentration of 1.7 wt% S and 0.7 wt% Cl. The assimilation to crystallization rates, or R-values, in 

our model varied from 0.05 to 0.4. The clinopyroxene core compositions are assumed to have formed 

at the liquidus, a melt fraction (F) of 1, at which point assimilation began. These calculations are not 

expected to provide exact values of the R-values because we are ignorant of the exact composition of 

the potential assimilant, the timing of the assimilation in relation to each crystal’s growth, and the 

limitations of the DePaolo (1981) model. Nevertheless, this model provides a semi-quantitative means 

of comparing the effects of the AFM process and fractional crystallization on the S and Cl 

compositions of the clinopyroxenes. 

Comparison of the AFM and Rayleigh fractionation models for MIL 03346 crystal D1 (Fig. 4e) 

demonstrates that AFM models with R values of 0.1 to 0.2 provide a much better fit to crystal rim 

compositions than Rayleigh fractionation because the latter cannot account for the high S and Cl 

concentrations detected in this crystal. The assimilation of sulfate-rich materials at, or near, the martian 

surface would lead to oxidation of the residual silicate melt and increase the SCSS, allowing the melt to 

reach higher sulfur concentrations (Baker and Moretti, 2011). 

MIL 03346 crystal D4 (Fig. 5e) displays a range of S and Cl concentrations near its rims whose highest 

concentrations are best explained by the AFM model with R values similar to those for crystal D1 (Fig. 

5e). However, the lowest values of S and Cl are consistent with Rayleigh fractionation (Fig. 5e). The 

differences seen between crystals D1 and D4 are attributed to the cumulate nature of this rock where 

the crystals may not have grown from exactly the same melt composition at the same time and were 

possibly accumulated into MIL 03346 after most of their growth was completed. 

Modelling Nakhla crystal 2-1 indicates that Rayleigh fractionation better fits the S and Cl 

concentrations than the AFM models investigated (Fig. 6e). The lack of observable assimilation in this 

crystal is consistent with isotopic studies of other samples of this meteorite showing little-to-no 

evidence of mass-independent fractionation of sulfur isotopes (Franz et al., 2014; Mari et al., 2019). 

The different roles assimilation and Rayleigh fractionation played in the petrogenetic histories of MIL 

03346 crystals and Nakhla crystal 2-1 provide further evidence that while these meteorites may come 

from the same igneous complex, they are not closely related (Day et al., 2006; Udry and Day, 2018). 

Crystal D1 of MIL 03346 displays a drop in S and Cl near the crystal rim (Fig. 4). This drop may be 

attributed to the generation of a volatile phase into which S and Cl preferentially partition during the 

last stage of the crystal’s growth. A similar drop is possibly evident in MIL 03346 D4 (Fig. 5), but not 
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in Nakhla 2-1 (Fig. 6). The inferred location of Nakhla in the center of a flow or sill, as opposed to the 

location of MIL 03346 near the top (Udry and Day, 2018), may explain the lack of evidence for volatile 

loss in Nakhla 2-1, but the lack of unambiguous degassing evidence in MIL 03346 D4 remains 

enigmatic. Perhaps the crystallization of MIL 03346 D4 finished before volatile loss occurred or there 

was something in the local environment, at a scale below that of a thin section, that prevented volatile 

loss from the region of D4 but allowed degassing near D1. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Our findings on the sulfur, chlorine, and fluorine concentrations in nakhlite parental melts, primitive 

melts that fractionated to produce the parental melts, and the nakhlite source region of Mars are 

summarized in Figure 8 and Table 2. These concentrations are similar to many previous estimates of 

sulfur and halogens in martian materials, although our estimate of the sulfur concentration in the 

nakhlite source region is lower than most previous estimates for the martian mantle, and chlorine 

concentrations are higher.  

This study demonstrates that the measurement of volatiles in minerals from achondritic meteorites 

produced by igneous processes combined with partition coefficients between crystals and melts can be 

used to better understand the storage and transport of elements in meteorite parent bodies. However, 

maps of S and Cl in clinopyroxenes demonstrate the complex spatial distribution of these volatiles and 

that the effects of alteration by hydrothermal fluids in the studied meteorites must be carefully 

evaluated before using crystal compositions to determine magmatic histories. Analysis of such complex 

spatial distribution has, however, a large potential to address issues of magma contamination and 

degassing on the way from the mantle source to crustal emplacement. Our findings show that 

assimilation and degassing occurred for MIL 03346 meteorite, but these processes are not recorded in 

Nakhla nor in our spot analyses of clinopyroxenes in NWA 998. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Backscattered electron images of nakhlite thin sections analyzed in this study. a) Mosaic 

of backscattered images of MIL 03346. b) Backscattered image of Nakhla. c) Backscattered image of 

NWA 998. The two crystals mapped in MIL 03346 and the one in Nakhla are identified by the red 

squares or rectangle in panels a and b. Also shown in red in panel b is one of the analytical traverses 

made on the Nakhla crystal.  Almost all crystals in each panel are clinopyroxenes (medium gray). We 

have not analyzed all the lighter gray crystals in the mesostasis, but the ones that we have investigated 

by EDS are iron-titanium oxides. 

 

Figure 2 Pyroxene quadrilateral with compositions of crystals from MIL 03346 (green squares 

and purple triangles), Nakhla (yellow diamonds), and NWA 998 (red circles). The clinopyroxene 

compositions of each meteorite are similar to previously published clinopyroxenes from the same 

meteorites shaded in red for NWA 998, yellow for Nakhla, and green for MIL 03346. The abbreviation 

“ic px” indicates intercumulus pyroxene in MIL 03346 (Day et al., 2006). Also plotted in gray are the 

compositional fields for clinopyroxenes in other nakhlites (see: Sautter et al., 2002; Mikouchi et al., 

2003; Trieman 2005; Beck et al., 2006; Day et al., 2006; Imae and Ikeda, 2007; Treiman and Irving, 

2008; Jambon et al., 2016; Balta et al., 2017; Udry and Day 2018). 

 

Figure 3 Point analyses of S and Cl in clinopyroxenes analyzed by SXRF. a) MIL 03346. b) 

Nakhla. c) NWA 998. Filled symbols depict analyses of cores, and open symbols of the same shape as 

used for the core represent analyses of the same crystal’s rim. Each panel displays the measured 

concentrations of S (lower axis) and Cl (left-hand axis) in the clinopyroxene. The concentrations of the 

volatiles in corresponding melts are calculated using the partition coefficients shown in the figure and 

plotted on the upper axis (S) and right-hand axis (Cl) in each panel. 

 

Figure 4 Maps and traverses of MIL 03346 D1. a) backscattered electron image of analyzed 

crystal. The minerals at the contact between the crystal and the mesostasis are dominantly iron-titanium 

oxides with less-abundant sulfides. b) Sulfur map with traverse locations marked by lines. c) Chlorine 

map with traverse locations marked by lines. Ion probe analyses for Cl and F are marked by open 

squares; analysis D1 1i is near the center, and D1 2i is in the upper left on the rim. d) Sulfur 

concentrations along traverses marked in b and c; inset displays Mg#, Mg/(Mg+Fe), along traverses. e) 

Chlorine concentrations along traverses marked in b and c; inset displays Mg#, Mg/(Mg+Fe), along 

traverses. f) Concentrations of S (black) and Cl (magenta) in the crystal during assimilation of regolith, 

fractional crystallization, and mixing (AFM) calculated using the model of DePaolo (1981) compared 

to the range of concentrations of S and Cl. The rate of assimilation to crystallization, R, used was 0.05 

to 0.2. Also shown are the trajectories for Rayleigh fractionation during crystal growth of S (black) and 

Cl (magenta). Concentrations of S (black) and Cl (magenta) in  unaltered clinopyroxene near the crystal 

rims are shown as the boxes in this panel that are located at the average fraction of mesostasis present 

in MIL 03346. Please see text for more details. 
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Figure 5 Maps and traverses of MIL 03346 D4. a) backscattered electron image of analyzed 

crystal. b) Sulfur map with traverse locations marked by lines. The minerals at the contact between the 

crystal and the mesostasis are dominantly iron-titantium oxides and less-abundant sulfides. c) Chlorine 

map with traverse locations marked by lines. Ion probe analyses for Cl and F are marked by open 

squares; analysis D4 1i is in the top center, D4 2i is in the upper right, and D4 3i is near the center. d) 

Sulfur concentrations along traverses marked in b and c; inset displays Mg#, Mg/(Mg+Fe), along 

traverses. e) Chlorine concentrations along traverses marked in b and c; inset displays Mg#, 

Mg/(Mg+Fe), along traverses. f) Concentrations of S (black) and Cl (magenta) in the crystal during 

assimilation of regolith, fractional crystallization, and mixing (AFM) calculated using the model of 

DePaolo (1981) compared to the range of concentrations of S (black) and Cl (magenta) near the crystal 

rims. The rate of assimilation to crystallization, R, used was 0.05 to 0.2. Also shown are the trajectories 

for Rayleigh fractionation during crystal growth of S (black) and Cl (magenta). Concentrations of S 

(black) and Cl (magenta) in  unaltered clinopyroxene near the crystal rims are shown as the boxes in 

this panel that are located at the average fraction of mesostasis present in MIL 03346. Please see text 

for more details. 

 

Figure 6 Maps and traverses of Nakhla 2-1. a) backscattered electron image of analyzed crystal 

and the surrounding clinopyroxene crystals and groundmass. The ground mass minerals near the 

contact with the mapped crystal are dominated by iron-titanium oxides and a calcium phosphate 

mineral (possibly apatite); a few sulfide minerals are also present. b) Sulfur map with traverse locations 

marked by lines. c) Chlorine map with traverse locations marked by lines. Ion probe analyses for Cl 

and F are marked by open squares; analysis 2-1 1i is near the upper left-hand side of the crystal, 2-1 2i 

is in the center near the D-L traverse, and 2-1 3i is between them. d) Sulfur concentrations along 

traverses marked in b and c; inset displays Mg#, Mg/(Mg+Fe), along traverses. e) Chlorine 

concentrations along traverses marked in b and c; inset displays Mg#, Mg/(Mg+Fe), along traverses. f) 

Concentrations of S (black) and Cl (magenta) in the crystal during assimilation of regolith, fractional 

crystallization, and mixing (AFM) calculated using the model of DePaolo (1981) compared to the 

range of concentrations of S and Cl (boxes) near the crystal rims. Also shown are the trajectories for 

Rayleigh fractionation during crystal growth of S (black) and Cl (magenta). The rate of assimilation to 

crystallization, R, used was 0.05 and 0.1. Concentrations of S (black) and Cl (magenta) in unaltered 

clinopyroxene near the crystal rims are shown as the boxes in this panel that are located at the average 

fraction of mesostasis present in Nakhla, 9 % (Udry and Day, 2018). Please see text for more details. 

 

Figure 7 Calculated concentrations of S, Cl, and F in the nakhlite source region as a function of 

the martian mantle melt fraction necessary to produce the primitive melts that undergo crystallization 

and give rise to nakhlite parental melts. Please see the text for details of the calculations. 

 

Figure 8 Schematic cartoon of the calculated sulfur, chlorine and fluorine concentrations in 

nakhlite source regions and magmas (not to scale!) as discussed in the text. The range of concentrations 

for the nakhlite parental melt is shown, but only the minimum concentrations for the nakhlite primary 

melt are given. The range of volatile concentrations in the nakhlite source is calculated from the 
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primary melt composition for a range of melt fractions from 0.05 to 0.30 (or 5 % to 30 % melting), 

which results the range of volatile concentrations in the source displayed. Uncertainties in the 

calculations are discussed in the text. 

 

Table 1:  Sulfur and Halogen concentrations in nakhlite clinopyroxenes by SXRF (S and Cl) and 

by ion microprobe (F) 

Analysis Grain Crystal Spot Location1 S (ppm)2 Cl (ppm)2 F (ppm) 

MIL 03346        

47748  D1 1 core 14 1 (dl)3  

47749  D1 2 core 28 5  

47750  D1 4 rim 16 1  

47751  D1 5 rim 51 11  

47752  D1 6 core 16 5  

Ion probe  D1 1i core  6 32 

Ion probe  D1 2i rim  11 117 

47731  D4 1 core 32 0.3 (bdl)4  

Ion probe  D4 3i core  295 80 

47732  D4 2 rim 66 27  

Ion probe  D4 2i intermediate  6 73 
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Ion probe  D4 1i rim (near crack)  444 206 

47745  D7 1 core 11 4  

47746  D8 1 core 12 3  

47747  D8 1 core 14 10  

        

Nakhla        

47645 2 1 1 rim 14 37  

47646 2 1 2 core 11 24  

47647 2 1 3 core 12 18  

Ion probe 2 1 2i core  3 84 

Ion probe 2 1 3i core  3 63 

Ion probe 2 1 1i rim  4 158 

47648 2 1 4 rim 14 23  

47643 2 2 1 core 9 11  

47644 2 2 2 core 9 10  

47654 4 1 1 core 18 34  

47655 4 1 2 core 14 12  
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47656 4 1 3 rim 9 12  

47657 4 1 4 rim 15 14  

47649 6 1 1 core 13 13  

47650 6 1 2 core 9 13  

        

NWA 998        

47659  1-3 1 core 9 19  

47660  1-3 2 core 8 32  

47681  1-3 3 low Mg# core 8 18  

47665  1-4 1 core 8 22  

47666  1-4 2 core 24 64  

47667  1-4 3 rim 17 32  

47668  1-6 1 rim 12 117  

47669  1-6 2 rim 10 40  

47670  1-6 3 core 11 15  

47671  1-6 4 rim 15 17  

47672  1-6 5 core 16 18  
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47673  1-11 1 rim 11 13  

47674  1-11 3 core 24 18  

47677  1-12 1 core 11 15  

47678  1-12 2 core 12 15  

47679  1-12 3 rim 16 49  

        

        

1Locations for SXRF analyses are shown in Appendix A. Supplementary Materials; 

       locations for the ion probe analyses are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6.  

2S and Cl were analyzed by SXRF, F was analyzed by ion probe 

3The detection limit (dl) for S and Cl is ~ 1 ppm  

4This concentration is below the detection limit (bdl)   

 

 

 

Table 2:  Concentrations of S, Cl and F in the nakhlite source region and 

bulk silicate Mars    
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Nakhlite 

source Bulk Silicate Mars  

 This work 

D & 

Wa 

L & 

Fb 

Gaillard et 

al.c Taylord 

Ding et 

al.e 

Filiberto et 

al.f 

S & v 

Wg 

Y & 

Mh 

Clay et 

al.i 

Sulfur 20 – 120  --  110 700 – 2000  

700 – 

1000  

86 – 

276 

360 ± 

120  

Chlorine 16 – 97 38 150  32 ± 9  25 ± 8  28 22 

Fluorine 14 – 48 32 41  21 ± 13  25 ± 13  30  

           

           

aDreibus and Wänke (1987), Wänke and Dreibus (1988)     

bLodders and Fegley (1997)     

cGaillard et al. (2013)          

dTaylor (2013)     

eDing et al. (2015)     

fFiliberto et al. (2016)     

gSteenstra and van Westrenen 

(2018)         

hYoshizaki and McDonough (2020), sulfur from Wang and Becker 

(2017)     
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iClay et al. (2020)     
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